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Abstract. Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance (DTMR) imaging and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) have been widely used
to probe noninvasively biological tissue structures. However, DTI suffers from long acquisition times, which limit its practical and clinical applications. This paper proposes a new Compressed Sensing (CS) reconstruction method that employs joint
sparsity and rank deficiency to reconstruct cardiac DTMR images from undersampled k-space data. Diffusion-weighted images
acquired in different diffusion directions were firstly stacked as columns to form the matrix. The matrix was row sparse in the
transform domain and had a low rank. These two properties were then incorporated into the CS reconstruction framework. The
underlying constrained optimization problem was finally solved by the first-order fast method. Experiments were carried out
on both simulation and real human cardiac DTMR images. The results demonstrated that the proposed approach had lower reconstruction errors for DTI indices, including fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivities (MD), compared to the existing
CS-DTMR image reconstruction techniques.
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1. Introduction
Diffusion tensor magnetic resonance (DTMR) imaging or diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) are MRI
techniques that allow quantitative characterization of the geometry and organization of tissue microstructures. It is a powerful tool and is currently the only means to noninvasively investigate fiber architectures
of the human heart [1]. However, DTI suffers from a long acquisition time and a low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), which greatly limits its practical and clinical applications. Many attempts have been made
to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of SNR of diffusion signals [2–5].
Recently, Compressed Sensing (CS) has emerged as a new framework for reconstructing high quality
signals from fewer samples than required by the traditional Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem [6,7].
Based on the principles of CS, this paper proposes a constrained reconstruction technique based on a
regularization framework to jointly reconstruct sparse sets of cardiac DTI data [8].
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Considering that the diffusion weighted (DW) images obtained at different gradient directions are
often correlated, a distributed compressed sensing-based method offers an alternative to reconstructing
images one-by-one [9]. This technique exploits joint sparsity among DW images to obtain better reconstruction quality. In addition, the DW images are stacked as matrix column vectors; the resulting matrix
is rank-deficient. CS-DTMR image reconstruction from undersampled k-space is then formulated as a
low-rank matrix approximation problem [10]. On the other hand, a model-based CS method for DTI was
proposed in [11], which uses the signal intensity model to directly estimate diffusion tensor fields from
undersampled k-space data.
This paper proposes a new CS reconstruction method that employs joint sparsity and rank deficiency
prior to cardiac DTMRI reconstruction. DW images acquired at different gradient directions are firstly
stacked as columns to form the matrix; the matrix is row sparse in the transform domain and also has a
low rank. These two properties are then incorporated into the CS reconstruction framework. The underlying optimization problem is finally solved by the first-order fast method.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the proposed reconstruction method; Section 3
analyzes the method’s performance using simulation and real human cardiac datasets; Section 4 discusses the conclusion.
2. Theory and algorithm
Assuming that xl is a DW image with size m × n, and Flu is a partial Fourier transform for the
lth direction, the undersampled k-space data bl of the DW image for each direction in k-space can be
formulated as:
bl = Flu xl + ε

(1)

where ε is the noise level and l = 1, 2, . . . , L.
Since the DW images are correlated across diffusion directions, each image xl shares the same sparse
support in the pixel or transform domain with other images. When the different images are stacked as
column vectors of matrix X , the resulting matrix is row sparse. Exploiting the joint sparsity property
along diffusion directions can achieve better reconstruction accuracy [9].
⎡
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This paper proposes a new reconstruction method for DW images by combining row sparse and lowrank prior properties of the data matrix X . Consequently, the reconstruction can be described with the
following optimization problem:
 = arg min
X
x

1
F u X − b22 + α · X∗ + β · ΦX2,1 .
2

(3)

here, Φ is a sparsity transform, such as wavelet transform; α > 0 and β > 0 are two regularization
parameters, which trade off the relative importance of the joint sparsity and the low-rank constraint.
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Equation (3) can be solved by the Fast Composite Splitting Algorithm (FCSA) proposed in [12].
Specifically, the sub-problem can be solved by a proximal operation:
proxρ (φ) (x) = arg min φ (u) +

1
u − x22
2ρ

(4)

The outline for the proposed method for problem (3) is as follows:
INPUT:
K : the maximum number of iterations;
α, β : the regularization parameter;
tol: the tolerance parameter.
INIT: ρ = 1/L, t1 = 1, X 0 = r 1 = 0, k = 0;
OUTPUT:
 : the reconstructed DTMR image.
X
REPEAT:
k = k + 1;
xg = r k − ρ∇f r k ;
X1k = proxρ (2α X∗ ) (xg ) ;
X2k = proxρ 2β ΦX2,1 (xg ) ;

X1k + X2k
k+1
;
=
X
2



2
k
1 + 1 + 4 (t )
;
tk+1 =
2
tk − 1
r k+1 = X k+1 + k+1 X k+1 − X k ;
t

X k+1 − X k 
2
UNTIL k > K OR
< tol.
X k+1 2

3. Experimental results
Simulated DW images were generated as proposed in [13], which were obtained with diffusion gradient directions applied in 42 directions. The real human heart datasets were acquired with a Siemens
Avanto 1.5 T Scanner and using a diffusion spin-echo EPI sequence with 12 diffusion gradient directions; it was repeated 6 times to enhance SNR. The size of the diffusion-weighted images was 128 × 128
(image spatial resolution was 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm3 ). The simulated and real DW images were obtained
with diffusion sensitivity b = 1000 s/mm2 and a 128 × 128 image size. The k-space was sampled using
the variable density undersampling pattern [14].
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, a comparison was performed with several stateof-the-art reconstruction methods, including the basic CS method [12], low rank [15], and joint sparsity
method [9]. The root mean square errors (RMSE) of fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity
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Fig. 1. Performance comparisons on simulated data with different sampling rates. (A) RMSE of FA; (B) RMSE of MD.

(MD) were calculated for each method. The Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) are
respectively defined by:
λ1 + λ2 + λ3
3
 


 3 · (λ1 − MD)2 + (λ2 − MD)2 + (λ3 − MD)2


FA =
2 · λ21 + λ22 + λ23

MD =

where λ1 , λ2 , and λ3 refer to the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor.
The root mean square errors (RMSE) is calculated as follows:

vec (xrec ) − vec (xref )22
RMSE =
N

(5)

(6)

(7)

where, xrec and xref denote respectively the reconstructed signal and reference signal, and N is the total
number of signal.
The observation measurement b is corrupted by complex Gaussian white noise ε with standard deviation σn . The latter is derived from the associated input SNR (ISNR), which is defined as ISNR =
20 log10 (σx /σn ), where σx denotes the standard deviation of the DW images. The Daubechies wavelets
with four decomposition levels are used; the ISNR is set as 20 dB; the parameter α and β are set to 0.1
and 0.0035, respectively.
3.1. Effects of sampling rates
Figures 1 and 2 compare the reconstruction performance of the four methods with sampling rates of
10%∼50% for simulated and real human cardiac data.
From the figures, it can be seen that the proposed method achieved better reconstructions with lower
RMSE of FA and MD compared with other methods.
Table 1 gives the RMSE of FA and MD using different methods on simulated and real data with a 20%
sample ratio.
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Table 1
RMSE of FA and MD with sample ratio 20% (The unit of MD is ×10−3 mm2 /s)
Basis CS
Low rank
Joint sparsity
Proposed

FA (simulated data)
0.074
0.060
0.129
0.038

MD (simulated data)
0.056
0.034
0.053
0.017

FA (real data)
0.057
0.031
0.032
0.025

MD (real data)
0.061
0.036
0.034
0.026

Fig. 2. Performance comparisons on real data with different sampling rates. (A) RMSE of FA; (B) RMSE of MD.

Fig. 3. Maps of FA (first row) and MD (second row) of the simulated human heart data with 25% sampling rates. (A) Reconstruction from the complete k-space data. Reconstructions from undersampled k-space using (B) basis CS, (C) low rank, (D)
joint sparsity, and (E) the proposed methods.

3.2. Maps of FA and MD
Figures 3 and 4 map FA and MD on simulated and real heart data with a 25% sampling rate, which
corresponds to an acceleration factor of 4. In these calculations, the involved diffusion tensors corresponding to the complete k-space were taken as references. As shown in Figs 3 and 4, the FA and MD
maps with the proposed method are visually better than those obtained with other methods.
3.3. Effects of regularization parameters
The regularization parameters α and β were empirically determined. Different values were tested
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Fig. 4. Maps of FA (first row) and MD (second row) of the real human heart data with 25% sampling rates. (A) Reconstruction
from the complete k-space data. Reconstructions from undersampled k-space using (B) basis CS, (C) low rank, (D) joint
sparsity, and (E) the proposed methods.

Fig. 5. Effects of regularization parameters. (A) RMSE of FA on simulated data; (B) RMSE of MD on simulated data; (C)
RMSE of FA on real data; (D) RMSE of MD on real data.

for α (fixing β = 0.0035). As illustrated in Figs 5A and B, the reconstruction RMSE of FA and MD
on simulated data changed slightly when α was smaller than 1e-02. As shown in Figs 5C and D, the
reconstruction RMSE of FA and MD on real human heart data change slightly when α was smaller than
1e-01. Based on these results, α and β were set to 0.1 and 0.0035, respectively.
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4. Conclusion
This paper proposed an efficient method for reconstructing DTMR images from undersampled k-space
data using compressed sensing. Based on the combined use of joint sparsity and low rank regularization,
the proposed method exploits simultaneously intra-image spatial redundancy and inter-image correlation
across diffusion directions. The results on both simulated and real human cardiac DW images showed
that the proposed method provides more accurate reconstructions and more accurate DTI indices compared with the state-of-the-art CS DTMR image reconstruction techniques.
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